
BUSSY mylène 
Strong technical understanding of 3D and animation / Aesthetic eye + scientific background.

 3D GRAPHIST

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCES ....

ARCHITECTURE  3D Vizualization

□ 2008/2009 + 2014 -Present KREACTION, Vannes.                                                              
Photorealistic 3D graphism and 3D movies for architectural concepts and real estate advertising
(more than 30 movies). 

Clients : Unibail Rodamco, Finamas, Ataraxia, Frey, Emerige, Publicis, Zuo, Altarea, etc.

In Kreaction I am not only a 3D/CG Generalist. I am specially in charge of the animations (3D and Video). 
3D/CG Generalist:

- Collaborating in all phases of the Visualization production pipeline (from conception to completion), 
including modelling, texturing, lighting, cameras, rendering, and compositing with a focus on architectural 
based projects (AUTOCAD + 3DSMAX+ VRAY).

Animator and character database manager:
- 3D character animation workflow implementation: Producing technically accurate 3D animations based 
on motion capture libraries (Character studio). Character set-up, skinning, mapping, crowd animation and 
specific animations, rendering and compositing.
- Green background video shooting planning and review: Needs assessments, prioritizing, organization, 
scripting, casting and actor direction (under technical, budget and limited time constraints).
- Video-database classification, de-rushing, rotoscoping, keying and color grading.
- Compositing in 3D scenes, masks, tracking, FX and render (NUKE/ blackmagicdesign-FUSION).

Work autonomously as well as part of a team
- Work with developers to improve the animation's workflow (present proposals for new features and 
techniques, tests, documentations).
- Collaborate closely with Production Assistant/Coordinator in charge of communicating with external 
vendors ensuring all client feedback has been taken on-board and work is 100 percent accurate.

COMMERCIAL 3D Movies

 □ 2002/2004 ONE BIT-DUMMY / PARTIZAN, Paris. 
25 funny commercial 3D movies under the direction of G.Decrecy (art director and producer).

Clients: FEDEX, KELLOGS (Real Fruit winders), FANTA and WALKERS (Wotsit and Twistit), etc. 

3D/CG Generalist artist: 
- Pre-production: Layout, cinematics of the commercial (3DSMAX / PHOTOSHOP).
- Production: Character, props and scene modelling creation of originals textures, mapping and shading.
- Character set up and animation.
- Scene lighting, camera animations, rendering (3DSMAX + MENTAL RAY / PHOTOSHOP).
- Post production: compositing and editing (AFTER EFFECT / PREMIERE)
- Works closely with production designers and director to iterate on the desired look



VIDEO GAMES 

□ 2009/2012 LEXIS NUMERIQUE, Marseilles                                                               
Lead Animator and motion-capture management. 

- Define, prioritize the needs in animations regarding game’s story and gameplay.
- Plan, organize and optimize motion capture shooting (characters and props animation list, nomenclature, 
documentation, planning, etc.).
- Motion-captures production follow-up.
- Character set-up and game animations editing in Motion-Builder. Export process in the game-engine and 
quality control, Lip-synch, etc. 
- Collaborate to write game design documents (animation constraints)
- Anticipate production issues and recommend solutions.
- Work with game designers and developers to create or improve production tools, engine and game play. 

video-game: Broocklyn stories (PS3-Xbox360) E.Viennot

Animator 
- Motion capture clean-up and clip blending (MONTION BUILDER)

Video game :  AMY (PS3-Xbox360) P.Cuisset/Vectorcell
- Biped animations creation for FMV cinematics (3DSMAX).

Video-game : Red Johnson Chronicles (PS3)

□ 2006/2007 UBISOFT Production : UBIPICTURE and TIWAK studios, Montpellier

Game Cinematic Editor    - Editing interactive sequences using all the game resources to
create a special story.
- Framing, camera animation, lighting, scenery, design, FX and test 
- Communicate and collaborate with other disciplines such as Art, Animation, Audio, and
Narrative to achieve development goals.
- Work with the developers team to define tools and build the cinematic part in the game
engine (R&D, documentation, integration, test, bug tracking and fixing).

2 Video-games: RAYMAN 4 raving rabbids (PS2 and WII) + Beowulf (PS3-Xbox360).                           

Animator 
- Character animation editing (MOTION BUILDER) 
- Producing technically accurate 3D loop animations based on motion capture. 

Video-game: Beowulf (PS3-Xbox360).

□ 2002 LION HEAD Studios, Guildford, UK. 
Animator 

- Creation of original key-frame animations of props and characters (3dsmax).
- Ability to take feedback from Directors to iterate and improve animation designs. 

Video-game: The movie 

□ 2000 ASUWANT(Index, France Télécom Multimédia Edition, Canal+)  Game Cinematic Editor 
- Creation of original key-frame animations of props and characters; lip-sync (3DSMAX).
- Framing, camera animation, lighting, FX, rendering, compositing, editing.

Video-games: Dracula 2 Last sanctuary (PC) 

□ 1999/2000 Matermachina InUtero MATERMACHINA  (wanadoo Edition): 
Animator 

- Key-frame Animation of the main characters (3dsmax).
2 Video-games:  Jekyll & Hyde (PC) + Odyssey search for Ulysses(PC)

https://www.ubisoft.com/fr-fr/studio/montpellier.aspx


VIDEO CLIPS and 3D SHORT MOVIES

□ 2013 SACREBLEU Production / SirenaShow  (Y.Jouette). 
3D/CG Generalist:

- 3D character modelling and mapping. Creation of original textures from pictures and paintings. Reuse 
and modification of existing textures in a realistic or fantasy way (PHOTOSHOP and 3DSMAX).

□ 2004 AOKI studios, Paris
Animator : Lay-out, character animation and lip-sync (3DSMAX).
2 Video-clips: Cool T and Kamasutra (Music: One.T). 

□ 2003 PICAROS Production / The Bulb (M. Bussy). 
Direction and art :

- Designs, concepts, photography, story-board.
- 3D characters and sets  : Modelling, mapping, creation of original textures from pictures and paintings.
- Scenery, lighting, rendering, compositing, FX and editing (3DSMAX, AFTER EFFECT, PHOTOSHOP).

□  2001 SPECIMEN / 
3D/CG Generalist and animator:  Modelling, mapping and animation.
Video clip : Rue de la Paix (Music : Zazie).  

□  2001 ONE BIT/ PARTIZAN, Paris. 
3D/CG Generalist: 3D character modelling and mapping. 
2 Video-clips: Tempovision and Scratched  (Music: E. deCrecy).

COMPUTER GRAPHIC COURSES

□  2004 School of animation, CFT GOBELINS,  Paris.
3DSMAX general trainer: Modelling, animation, character set-up, mapping, lighting, rendering (basics).    

□  2000 CNBDI, "European Master of Multi-media & Art”, Angouleme.
CG course instructor: 3DSMAX general courses + 3D production Pipeline (design to post-production).



EDUCATION ….

□ 2013 Associates degree in TOPOGRAPHY, and Land Survey, AFPA  Meaux. 
Geodesic survey (altimetric and planimetric) with Total Station and Levels. 
Producing as-builts and topographic drawings and modelling (TIN). 
Setting out for haul roads, service trenches, hoarding and excavations. AUTOCAD COVADIS.
TRIMBLE 3605, LEICA 805 et 1205, Levels Na24, Na 274 et LEICA sprinter code barre, GPS.

- Internships: Tacheometric surveying and lay-out plans for NICOLAS & co,  56400 Auray

□ 2005 Master's degree in GEOMATIC and GIS “Remote sensing and image processing
for environmental problems”, P & M Currie Paris VI Sorbonne University. 

Environment, hydrology, geomorphology, agriculture, regional planning; Natural resource
management and risk analysis, physical bases of remote sensing, GIS, data acquisition
and processing. ENVI, ARCGIS, QGIS, MapInfo, PHOTOSCAN

- Internships: CEA (Atomic Energy Center), Remote sensing and environment monitoring Laboratory, 91680.
Remote sensing and GIS analyst: 3D model of an Algerian city partly destroyed by a seism in 2003 (Quickbird).

□ 1999 Associates degree in 3D ANIMATION, School of Animation GOBELINS, Paris. 
- 2D drawing, story-board, lay-out, character design, picture composition, traditional
animation courses, history of animation.
- Computer graphic courses:  3D modelling, mapping, shading, animation, lip-synch,
camera, light, FX, editing, etc...   
- 3D production Pipeline (design to post-production) for movies, Video-games and interactive media.
3DSMAX, PHOTOSHOP, PREMIERE, AFTER EFFECT.

 
- Internships:  CRYO Interactive, Paris: 

CG generalist for FMV cinematics: 3D sequences from modelling to rendering. Game integration and test.
3 Video-games: Atlantis 2, Aztec and Arthur's knights. 

□ 1997 Bachelor's and Master in ”Art History and ARCHAEOLOGY” Paris I Sorbonne.
-History (ancient, medieval, modern and contemporary); Art History (ancient, medieval,
modern and contemporary); history of artistic doctrines and theories, history of photography,
decorative arts and design. -Prehistoric and protohistoric archaeology; archaeology and
environment; Ethnology. Methods and technicizes in archaeology, etc. 

- Internships: 1992 to 2011 Volunteer in summer archaeological programs (excavations, surveying and drawing) for 
various government research and heritage projects from Neolithic to Medieval period across Europe, for 
example in 2011: Underwater archaeological wrecks survey under the sea of Iroise and Atlantic ocean area 
(O.Hulot, DRASSM) 

□ INTEREST: Drawing, painting, musical saw, archaeology, sailing and scuba-diving. 

Boat and Driving License + Scuba Diving 2 stars
French, English, Spanish 

 □ Online General PORTFOLIO : https://mylenebussy.wixsite.com/mylene3d 

 □ Only personnal and recent work: https://www.artstation.com/mylene 

https://www.artstation.com/mylene
https://mylenebussy.wixsite.com/mylene3d
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mylene3d/

